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HelixPatchGenerator was created by Audjoo under a different name (many
times). This program is inspired by the now defunct Zen Master Platinum patch
generator, but since Audjoo used the source code, I'm sure they are aware of it.
This program is extremely simple but still very powerful, thanks to it's simplicity.
Helix Patch Generator Cracked Accounts Features: * Generate realistic looking
patches, with an entire modulation matrix at your disposal. * Generate new
patterns with up to 4 sequencer movements for each instrument * Copy
envelopes between patches, or between instances of a patch. (You can copy an
envelope from a patch, and use it in another patch!) * Generate patches for up to
4 different instances of a virtual instrument, for a total of 16 patches. * Generate
patches which don't include any active effects, and can be used as a palette for
your effects. * Generate patches in the precise MIDI note, using the SynthNote()
function. * Generate patches that include specific quantization numbers. * Save
patches in the.nsp format, which is an absolute nightmare for patching, as you
can specify in what folder you want to save your patches in. Helix Patch
Generator Torrent Download, also known as HelixPG was developed as a semi-
random patch generator for the Audjoo Helix virtual synthesizer. It loads the
Audjoo Helix virtual synth, and generates random patches for it by setting its
parameters via the VST API. The randomness of the patch, and the subset of
parameters the generator affects can be controlled by the user. The program also
provides utility functions like copying oscillators, envelopes or filters between
patches, clearing the modulation matrix, or generating new sequencer patterns
aligned to semitones. Helix Patch Generator Description: HelixPatchGenerator
was created by Audjoo under a different name (many times). This program is
inspired by the now defunct Zen Master Platinum patch generator, but since
Audjoo used the source code, I'm sure they are aware of it. This program is
extremely simple but still very powerful, thanks to it's simplicity. Helix Patch
Generator Features: * Generate realistic looking patches, with an entire
modulation matrix at your disposal. * Generate new patterns with up to 4
sequencer movements for each instrument * Copy envelopes between patches, or
between instances of a patch. (
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Keymacro changes the key-command mappings on the virtual synth, to be used
by the program. A keymacro must consist of one or more chords. Chords consist
of one or more keys separated by spaces. A chord may consist of one or more
keys, separated by semicolons. When the keymacro is used, the virtual synth will
first apply the most important keymacro to the chords. After that, for the
remaining chords, the algorithm will use the keymacro to generate a new pitch in
the corresponding key. This may lead to a non-existent, or, at best, a very large
chord. The "non-existent" case is fairly rare. If the program is fed with random
chord sequences, the algorithm will not get stuck. If, on the other hand, the
chords are programmed manually, or from an existing keymacro, the chance of
generating chords with invalid pitches is likely to increase. Please note that some
virtual synths support only one keymacro per patch. If this is the case, this
keymacro will be the only mapped key. The program tries to be smart about that:
If, on the first chords, all the keys are mapped, and then, on the second chord,
the second key is mapped, the program will prefer the first keymacro as the most
important one. HelixPG is currently available as a free download. The demo
version allows the user to try out the program for 5 minutes. A full version, with
the option to purchase licenses, is available as a download from the same
location. The program is released under the GNU GPL license. Downloads:
Source code (without installer): Pre-compiled installers: LICENSE Copyright (c)
2014-2015 Sebastian Skoob GPLv3+ THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE
AUTHOR "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INC
2edc1e01e8
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----- Helix Patch Generator ( is a program developed to generate random patches
for the Audjoo Helix virtual synthesizer. It loads the Audjoo Helix virtual synth,
and creates patches by setting its parameters via the VST API. In addition to the
standard API functions for loading and saving patches, the program provides
functions to copy oscillators, envelopes or filters between patches, clearing the
modulation matrix, or generating new patterns aligned to semitones. All values
are scaled to the input range, for example if the input is between -10 and 10, the
oscillator's frequency will be scaled to the same range. This is done for the main
oscillator, as well as for all other oscillators. The patches are generated using a
pseudo-random algorithm that combines the values of the main oscillator's
waveform and pitch with values picked randomly from a narrow range around the
center values of the main oscillator's waveform and pitch. The program can be
used to make up-to-date patches for Helix, but also as a base to generate new
patches for your own synthesizers. There are several parameters that can be set
to alter the output of the program. They are summarized below. Output
Frequency (Output Frequency): Set the output frequency of the generated patch
(Hz) Input Frequency (Input Frequency): Set the input frequency of the
generated patch (Hz) Minimal Duration (Minimal Duration): Set the minimum
duration of the generated patch (seconds) Average Duration (Average Duration):
Set the average duration of the generated patch (seconds) Maximal Duration
(Maximal Duration): Set the maximum duration of the generated patch (seconds)
Rendering Quality (Rendering Quality): Set the quality of the generated patch.
Options are 0 for no quality, and 1 for top quality. The default is 0. Scale (Scale):
Set the scale of the generated patch. Options are 0 for fixed scale, and 1 for half
octave scale. The default is 0. Waveform (Waveform): Set the waveform of the
generated patch. Options are F_SINE, F_Pulse, F_Saw and F_Triangle. The
default is F_SINE. Attack (Attack): Set the attack of the generated patch. Options
are 0 to 100. The default is 40.
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What's New In Helix Patch Generator?

You can find the help file on the download page, you can also get a help on the
forums by searching for HelixPG on the home page. HelixPG is based on the
freeware version of the Audjoo Helix virtual synthesizer, so it does not require
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Audjoo Helix full version. It works just like the full version, but in a "separate
app" mode. Use: To use the patch generator: Install the Helix Patch Generator.
Open the patch generator. Load the Audjoo Helix VST. Play a sound in Audjoo
Helix VST. Press any key in Audjoo Helix VST. The patch generator will analyze
the current sound and will generate a random patch for it. Play the patch in
Audjoo Helix VST. Press any key in Audjoo Helix VST. You can also use the patch
generator in practice mode (the patch generator will still work, but the
randomized values will not change): Start the Helix Patch Generator. Press "P"
for practice mode. Play a sound in Audjoo Helix VST. Press any key in Audjoo
Helix VST. The patch generator will analyze the current sound and will generate
a patch for it. Try the patch. Press "E" for practice mode. Press "ESC" to exit the
patch generator. You can also use the patch generator in practice mode (the
patch generator will still work, but the randomized values will not change): Start
the Helix Patch Generator. Press "P" for practice mode. Play a sound in Audjoo
Helix VST. Press any key in Audjoo Helix VST. The patch generator will analyze
the current sound and will generate a patch for it. Try the patch. Press "E" for
practice mode. Press "ESC" to exit the patch generator. How to use the patch
generator in practice mode: Start the Helix Patch Generator. Press "P" for
practice mode. Play a sound in Audjoo Helix VST. Press any key in Audjoo Helix
VST. The patch generator will analyze the current sound and will generate a
patch for it. Try the patch. Press "E" for practice mode. Press "ESC" to exit the
patch generator. Features: Load a patch from a file. Save a patch to a file. Load
an unlimited number of patches from the file. Load an unlimited number of
patches from an URL. Load



System Requirements:

Minimum specs: 64-bit Windows 7, 8, or 10 4 GB RAM Processor: Core i5-3570K,
Core i5-3570, Core i5-3470, Core i5-3470S, Core i7-3770K, Core i5-3670K, Core
i5-3670, Core i7-3770S, Core i7-3770, Core i7-3770S, Core i5-3570T, Core
i7-3770T, or
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